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NEW! SXGA+ LCD Projector – Mitsubishi’s HL650U 
 

Mitsubishi Electric’s Visual Information Systems, a leading manufacturer of high quality display solutions has introduced 

the new HL650U projector to complement its comprehensive fully featured range. The HL650U is a high resolution LCD 

native SXGA+ projector (1400 x 1050) that comes in an ultra-portable design. 

 

With a contrast ratio of 600:1 and a brightness of 3100 ANSI lumens, the HL650U provides upto 5000 hours of lamp life 

to ensure images are reproduced with outstanding colours and fine detail. In addition to the amazing picture quality it 

generates, the HL650U is network controllable allowing users to utilise the embedded software that enables them to 

monitor and manage the unit remotely. 

 

Built with the latest inorganic LCD panels, Mitsubishi’s HL650U offers increased panel longevity and picture contrast to 

help keep costs of ownership low. Designed with a side-loading lamp, lamp replacement is quick and easy without the 

need to dismount the projector if it is ceiling mounted. 

 

The HL650U comes with a number of security features such as a password menu lock and a built-in anti-theft anchor to 

help prevent unauthorised use or removal. 

 

Alistair Duthie, Divisional Manager said, “The HL650U projector is the perfect presentation unit that can produce 

immaculate colours thanks to its high brightness level. With a superb SXGA+ resolution, the HL650U can now provide 

users with high quality images to satisfy their needs in a number of business applications today.” 

 
Pricing and Warranty: 
The HL650U is now available from stock with a suggested retail price of £1,865 plus VAT. As with all Mitsubishi business 

projectors the HL650U comes with a three-year loan replacement warranty. 

 

About Mitsubishi Electric: 
With over 80 years of experience in providing reliable, high quality products to both corporate clients and general 

consumers all over the world, Mitsubishi Electric is a recognised world leader in the design and manufacture of electronic 

products.  

The Visual Information Systems division uses the latest technology to create innovative solutions. Mitsubishi’s display 

solutions include a comprehensive range of pioneering data/video projectors and LCD public displays that provide high 

quality presentations for business, education, retail and home use. 
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